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Effects of Reflection Process on Classroom Action Research Effectiveness:
Mixed Methods Research
Lampong Klomkul1,
Duangkamol Traiwichitkhun2, Nonglak Wiratchai2
The purposes of this research were 1) to study reflection process on classroom action research,
2) to study the effects of the reflection process on classroom action research effectiveness from
the selected good cases, 3) to develop the causal model of effects of reflection process on
classroom action research effectiveness with mediator, and 4) to examine the goodness of fit of
the model with empirical data. Mixed methods research was used by conducting quantitative
method to extend qualitative results. Schools and teacher researchers were selected from
Secondary Educational Service Area Office 1 as the research sampling. Interview forms and
questionnaires were used for data collection. Data were analyzed by using analytic of induction
and structural equation model analysis using LISREL 8.72. Research results showed that
reflection process on classroom action research was divided into six steps which consisted of
knowing what to do, correcting and changing, learning from doing, leading to new understanding,
thinking of innovating, and acting from reflection. Result of reflection process was found as a
mediator from case study method and was mediated between reflection process and classroom
action research effectiveness. Developing causal model was consisted of four exogenous latent
variables and three endogenous latent variables. The developed causal model of classroom action
research effectiveness that cause of reflection process with mediator was fit to the empirical data
(2 = 133.59, df = 150, p = .828, GFI = .987, AGFI = 0.963). This model could explain the
variance in reflection process, result of reflection process, and classroom action research
effectiveness about 86.7, 91.7 and 97.7 percent respectively.
Keywords: classroom action research effectiveness, mixed methods research, reflection process

Reflection was used as a key measurement in order to develop in various professions.
Reflection was a strategy to develop people or staff for learning new methods from their jobs.
Moreover, reflection was the process to develop both personal and organizational level.
Leaders could modify workplace to be a community of reflection which initiated new
technique of work. In recent year, reflection has become an important mechanism to push
forward of self-development to gain high potential in the profession, and supported to be a
collaborative learning community. (Gustafson & Bennett, 1999; Randle & Tilander, 2007;
Epp, 2008; Fade, 2009)
Reflection was also used in educational context. Teacher used reflection as a process of
professional development. Both self – reflection and peer – reflection were used within
teacher’s community. This method has grown to be a reflective community. Teacher used
reflection process to share idea and practice with another teacher and school head master. If
every single step of work has been sharing with others, it will support teaching job
effectively. Reflection has been divided into two aspects from literature review. First aspect
supported that reflection process was the developing strategy that emerged effective practice.
(Freese,1999; Kreber, 2005; Hoban & Hastings, 2006; Randle & Tilander, 2007; Watts &
Lawson; 2009) Second aspect was about studying in reflection and level of reflection within
person. (Malkani & Allen, 2005; El-Dib, 2007; Gilstrap & Dupree, 2008; Chamoso &
Caceres, 2009; Seng, 2008; Sambrook & Stewart, 2008; Yang, 2009)
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Classroom action research has become one part of the teaching job that teacher needed to
conduct during teaching. Classroom action research was a systematic method to support
teacher in order to develop teaching and learning activities. However, the process of
classroom action research was quite hard and complicate for the beginners. As the result,
effective strategies were still needed for supporting teachers while they were conducting
classroom action research. Reflection process should be an effective strategy which effected
to teacher’s development of classroom action research. (Hoban & Hastings, 2006; Moran,
2007) After using reflection process on conducting classroom action research, teachers were
able to receive new knowledge and teaching strategies which transformed from normal
teaching to be an effective teaching. This process was related to theory of practice of Argyris
and Schon (1974 cited in Redmond, 2004) that started from knowing – in – action of normal
action until reached reflective practice in order to try innovative methods.
The study from related research found that there was not any effective model which
caused from reflection. Pattern of reflection process for classroom action research was not
clearly found. Reflection process has been normally used for general teaching and learning
activity. Reflection process was known slightly in Thai context both in teaching and
conducting research. Therefore, development of a causal model with reflection process was
interested in this research for studying the effect of reflection process on classroom action
research effectiveness. According to previous research, a casual model of classroom action
research effectiveness was not clearly found. Mixed methods research might be very useful
research method in order to answer the research questions. Mixed methods research was also
very famous in recent year and it was an appropriate method to develop the conceptual
framework. Moreover, this research was designed into two phases which needed to find out
grounded theory by using qualitative method for developing a causal model. Then,
quantitative method was used to confirm the causal model with the empirical data. As the
result, mixed methods research would be the best method for this research design in order to
propose the causal model for supporting teacher to conduct classroom action research through
reflection process.
The following research questions guided this study:
1. How many steps of reflection process that support classroom action research?
2. How does reflection process effect to classroom action research effectiveness?
3. What is the best composition of latent variables to develop the causal model of effects
of reflection process on classroom action research effectiveness with mediator?
4. Is the developed causal model fit with empirical data?

Research Objectives
1. To study reflection process on classroom action research
2. To study the effects of the reflection process on classroom action research effectiveness
from the selected good cases
3. To develop the causal model of effects of reflection process on classroom action
research effectiveness with mediator
4. To examine the goodness of fit of the model with empirical data.

Literature Review
The process of reflection was an integral part of teaching practice. Reflection
underpinned all your learning and it was a vital part of your later professional practice.
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Reflection was a ‘looking back’ on experiences in a professional context. It was a looking
back on experiences so as to learn from them. Therefore reflection was a means of
constructing knowledge about one’s self and about the world.
Gustafson & Bennett (1999) identified eleven variables that affected the reflective
behavior. These eleven variables are grouped into three main characteristics. First group was
learner characteristics which consisted of 1) learner's skill and experience in reflective
thinking, 2) breadth of learner's knowledge of the content area, 3) learner's motivation to
complete the reflection task, 4) mental preparation (mental set) for reflecting, and 5) degree
of security felt in reporting actual reflections versus perceived desired responses. Second
group was environmental characteristics which consisted of physical environment in which
reflection occurs and Interpersonal environment in which reflection occurs. Third group was
reflection task characteristics which consisted of 1) nature of the stimulus questions,
directions, or probes, 2) format required for reporting reflections, 3) quality of the feedback
provided following reflection, and 4) consequences of reflecting.
Redmond (2004) has presented Schon’s process of reflective practice which related to
reflection process. There were six steps of practice which consisted of knowing in action,
surprise result, knowledge in action, reflection on action, reflection in action, and reflective
practice.
Classroom action research was the research that conducted by teachers. The research
problem was found from the situation in classroom. Teacher used process of classroom action
research to find new method for helping student’s learning. It was an urgent research that
needed to conduct quickly and used to solve student’s learning problem immediately.
(Mattetal, 2001 cited in Wongwanich, S., 2005)
Many researchers have been used mixed methods research as the research design in
recent year (Creswell, 2009; Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998 cited in Wiratchai, N., 2009).
There were four different designs of mixed methods research which have been used in many
field of research project, which consisted of 1) qualitative measures to develop quantitative
instrument, 2) equal and parallel qualitative and quantitative method, 3) qualitative method to
explain quantitative results, and 4) quantitative method to extend qualitative results which has
used for this research design.
The literature review showed that reflection process was important process for practice in
order to gain professional development especially in teaching profession. Classroom action
research was a helpful research that teacher researchers conducted for supporting students’
learning. The best causal model could help to guide the process of practice. Therefore, the
effective research design should be a mixed methods research that would help to design both
qualitative and quantitative research which related to research questions.

Conceptual Framework
As this research was designed by using mixed method, so the conceptual framework was
set as a temporary framework for guide between doing research process. There were four
exogenous latent variables, two endogenous latent variables and one unknown endogenous latent
variable. The relationship between latent variables as showed in figure 1.
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Figuure 1. Conceeptual Fram
mework of a Causal Mo
odel of Effeccts of Refleection Proceess on
Classroom Action Ressearch Effecctiveness wiith Mediator
or

Reseaarch Hypo
othesis
Thiss research has
h been developed
d
thhe causal model
m
of efffects of refflection pro
ocess on
classrooom action research
r
efffectiveness w
with mediator. Mixed methods reesearch wass used to
developp the theoryy of conceptu
ual framew
work from litterature review, relatedd research, and
a field
studies.. After the analysis off qualitativee data, reseearch hypoth
hesis then set for quaantitative
researchh. Thereforre, the reseaarch hypothhesis was “the
“
causal model of eeffects of reeflection
processs on classrooom action research efffectivenesss with med
diator was ffit to the empirical
data”.

M
Methodolog
gy
Mixxed methodds research was used as this research desig
gn by condducting quaantitative
methodd to extend qualitative
q
results
r
and w
was showed
d in figure 2.
2

Figurre 2. Mixedd Method Research
R
of Q
Quantitativ
ve Method to
o Extend Quualitative Results
R
Source : Tashakkori and Teddliie (1998, citted in Wirattchai, N., 20009: p.57)
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From
m literaturee review found
f
that most of reeflection prrocess wass studied by
b using
qualitattive researchh. The resullts were anaalyzed by using
u
qualitaative methood. Howeverr, mixed
methodds research has
h been ussed for this research. The
T research
h design waas divided into
i
two
phases iin samplingg design, meeasurement design, and
d analysis design as bellow.
Sampliing Design
Partticipants inn field stud
dy in qualiitative phasse were eig
ght best prractices of teacher
researchhers from Secondary
S
Educational
E
Service Areea Office 1.. Purposive sampling was
w used
for the selection. In
I second phase
p
of thiis research was quantiitative reseaarch. The sampling
was also selected from
f
the sam
me educatioonal servicee area, and a 720 teache
her researcheers were
selectedd as the reseearch samplling by usinng stratified random sam
mpling.
Measurrement Dessign
Twoo interview forms weree used for ddata collectio
on in field studies.
s
Queestions weree related
to four exogenous latent variaables and thhree endogeenous latentt variables. Questionnaaire was
designeed after finiished qualitative resultts. Question
nnaire was divided
d
intoo eight partts which
consisteed of geneeral inform
mation of ssamples, asspect of reesearcher, aaspect of person’s
p
reflectioon, aspect of
o environm
ment, aspectt of reflectiion activitiees, reflectionn process, result
r
of
reflectioon process, and classro
oom action rresearch efffectiveness.
Analysis Design
ytic of indu
uction. Forr quantitativ
ve data,
Quaalitative datta was anaalyzed by uusing analy
confirm
matory factor analysiss was connducted to initially evaluate
e
thhe validity of the
measureement model. Structural equation modeling (SEM)
(
was conducted to test the research
r
hypotheesis.

Results
1) R
Reflection process
p
on classroom
m action ressearch was divided int
nto six steps which
consisteed of know
wing what to
o do, correccting and changing, leearning from
m doing, leaading to
new unnderstandingg, thinking of innovatinng, and acting from reeflection. Thhese six steeps were
showedd in figure 3.

Fiigure 3. Reeflection Proocess on Claassroom Acction Researrch
2) T
The factors affecting reeflection weere aspect of researcherr, aspect off person’s reeflection,
aspect of environm
ment, and aspect
a
of rreflection activities. Th
he good pra
ractice of cllassroom
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action rresearch connsisted of a)) clearly plaanning b) co
onfidently doing
d
researrch c) refleccting the
researchh results witth others d) supporting hhabits towarrds research and e) haviing good kn
nowledge
of reseaarch. In adddition, the study
s
of seelected goo
od cases ind
dicated that
at the effectts of the
reflectioon process on classroo
om action reesearch effeectiveness were
w
direct and indirecct effects
mediateed through result
r
of refflection proccess, measu
uring from knowledge
k
oon research process,
acceptannce of reflecction processs, and attituude towards learning from reflectionns.
3) The develooped modeel consistedd of four exogenouss latent vaariables an
nd three
endogennous latent variables with
w result of reflectio
on process as a mediaator, mediaating the
effects oof the reflecction processs on classrooom action research
r
efffectiveness.
4) T
The developped causal model
m
of cllassroom acction researrch effectivveness that cause
c
of
reflectioon process with
w mediattor was fit tto the empirrical data (
2 = 133.59, df = 150, p = .828,
GIF = .987, AGFII = 0.963). This modeel could ex
xplain the variance
v
in reflection process,
nd classroom
m action reesearch effectiveness abbout 86.7, 91.7
9
and
result oof reflectionn process, an
97.7 peercent respectively. Corrrelation m
matrices betw
ween latent variables fo
found that each
e
pair
of variaables had poositive correlation. Thee correlatio
on matrices showed bettween .661 to .980,
and thee highest correlation
c
matrix waas the corrrelation bettween refleection proccess and
classrooom action research effeectiveness. Considering direct and
d indirect efffects on classroom
action rresearch efffectiveness found thatt aspect of researcher and reflecction processs had a
significcant direct effect
e
towarrd classroom
m action ressearch effecctiveness (pp < .01). Reeflection
processs had an inddirect effectt toward claassroom action researcch effectiveeness with result
r
of
reflectioon process as
a a mediato
or, but it waas not at sig
gnificant lev
vel.
From
m this resullt showed th
hat teacher could cond
duct classroom action rresearch efffectively
if they used six steps
s
of reeflection proocess. Resu
ult of refleection proceess also su
upported
classrooom action research
r
efffectiveness of teacherr researcherr. The analy
lysis resultss of this
researchh were show
wed in tablee 1 and figurre 4.

Figuure 4. A Caausal Model of Classrooom Action Research Effectivenes
E
ss That Cause of
Reflection Process witth Mediatorr
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Table 1
Statistical Analysis of Correlation between Latent Variables and Effect of Causal Model of
Classroom Action Research Effectiveness that Cause of Reflection Process with Mediator
Effect variables
Causal variables
CHARACT

TE
.038**
(.040)

REFLPRO
IE
DE
.038**
(.040)

TE
-

REFLRES
IE
-

DE
-

TE
.151**
(.035)

CAREFF
IE
DE
.034
.117**
(.036)
(.027)

REFLECT

.401**
(.095)

-

.401**
(.095)

-

-

-

-

-

-

ENVIR

.017
(.049)

-

.017
(.049)

-

-

-

-

-

-

ACTIVITY

.507**
(.092)

-

.507**
(.092)

-

-

-

-

-

-

REFLPRO

-

-

-

.972**
(.071)

-

.972**
(.071)

.900**
(.072)

.306
(.204)

.595**
(.223)

Statistics
Variable
Reliability
Variable
Reliability
Variable
Reliability
Variable
Reliability
Variable
Reliability

2= 133.59 df = 150 p = .828 GFI = .987 AGFI = .963 RMR = .009
REFLPRO1 REFLPRO2 REFLPRO3 REFLPRO4 REFLPRO5 REFLPRO6
.223
.331
.303
.300
.324
.341
REFLRES1 REFLRES2 REFLRES3 CAREFF1 CAREFF2 CAREFF3
.806
.888
.756
.829
.848
.807
CHARACT1 CHARACT2 CHARACT3 CHARACT4 CHARACT5 CHARACT6
.470
.588
.572
.493
.671
.516
REFLECT1 REFLECT2 REFLECT3 REFLECT4 REFLECT5 ENVIR1
.684
.732
.610
.624
.696
.671
ENVIR2
ACTIVI1
ACTIVI2
ACTIVI3
ACTIVI4
.858
.738
.807
.787
.872

Structural Equation of Variables

REFLPRO

REFLRES

R SQUARE
.867
Correlation Matrix between latent variables
Latent Variables

REFLPRO CAREFF

REFLPRO
CAREFF
REFLRES
CHARACT
REFLECT
ENVIR
ACTIVITY

1.000
.980
.957
.683
.907
.807
.914

1.000
.965
.732
.903
.803
.901

.917
REFLRES

CAREFF
.977

CHARACT REFLECT ENVIR ACTIVITY

1.000
.654
.869
.772
.876

1.000
.736
.661
.668

1.000
.816
.916

1.000
.862

1.000

Note : Numbers in parentheses is standard error value , **p < .01
TE = Total effects, IE = Indirect effects, DE = Direct effects

Discussions
The research finding showed that reflection process on classroom action research was
divided into six steps which consisted of knowing what to do, correcting and changing,
learning from doing, leading to new understanding, thinking of innovating, and acting from
reflection. This finding was related to the process of practice that was presented by Schon
(Redmond, 2004). This reflection process also related to theory of practice that Argyris and
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Schon had been presented since 1974. This reflection process was considered to use for selfdevelopment and organization to shift from normal working habit into an effective working
habit in order to gain their professional development. It was the process of learning that
correlate with transformative learning theory (Mezirow, 1996 cited in Taylor, 2010).
The causal model of classroom action research effectiveness that cause of reflection
process with mediator was fit to the empirical data. This result was related to research
hypothesis. Reflection process also had a significant direct effect toward classroom action
research effectiveness. Moreover, the highest correlation matrix was the correlation between
reflection process and classroom action research effectiveness. These results showed that
teacher researchers who used reflection process as the process to conduct classroom action
research would show their effectiveness in classroom action research. Therefore, the result
from qualitative data also supported that teacher researchers used reflection process
continually during they were conducting research which related to the study of Chamoso and
Caceres (2009) about the role of reflection process to motivate the highest potential of
learning to practice.

Recommendations
The recommendations for practice were as follows:
1. The result of this research will guide the school administrator to encourage teacher
researchers on conducting classroom action research by using reflection process as a part of
their professional development.
2. In order to achieve a real success for teacher development of classroom action
research, school should focus on teacher training which related to reflection process that have
aspect of person’s reflection and aspect of reflection activities as the main factors of
developed plan.
3. The stimulus questions, quality of the feedback provided following reflection, and
consequences of reflecting are needed to develop reflection process during conducting
classroom action research.
The recommendations for further research were as follows:
1. This research finding showed that result of reflection process was not the best
mediator. In order to do future research, researcher needs to check the measurement variables
and try to adjust the model again.
2. Aspect of environment was not showed any effect to reflection process at significant
level, so researcher needs to consider with the literature review to find out more information.
Moreover, researcher should try to collect new data and analyzes the model again for study
how fit of the model with the empirical data.
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